
 

 

Jordan Open Government Data License - Issue v1.0 

This license was issued pursuant to the provisions of Article (8) Item No. (5) of the "Instructions 

for the Publication of Open Government Data on the Open Government Data Platform for 2019" 

issued in the Official Gazette No. 5561 (pages 660-663), in implementation of the Government 

Data Policy Approved by the Council of Ministers in 2017. 

In accordance with this license, the government entity in possession of open data and publishing 

it on the open government data platform grants permission to the beneficiary to use this data 

under the conditions stated herein. 

First: Definitions 

The words and expressions in this license shall have the meanings assigned to them below unless 

the context indicates otherwise: 

Entity: Any ministry, department, public official institution, public institution, body, council, 

authority or company wholly owned by the Government or to which the Government 

contributes at least 50%, and any entity that the Council of Ministers decides to make subject 

to the provisions of this license. 

Open Data: Data that are freely accessible, used, reused or redistributed by any person, 

anywhere and for any purpose, and available through the Internet in an open format without 

legal or technical barriers, and does not contain data protected by the legislation in force.  

Open government data: Open data issued by the Entity and available to all, subject to 

disclosure under the relevant legislation in force. 

Beneficiary: The natural or legal person benefiting from open government data. 

Second: Uses 

1. Use of open government data by the Beneficiary should comply with all terms and 

conditions contained in this License. 

2. This license is non-exclusive and non-assignable. Accordingly, the beneficiary has the right 

to continue using any open government data used under this license, under the conditions 

contained in the license at the time, even if those data later obtain another license. 

Third: The rights 

The beneficiary shall be entitled, free of charge, to the following: 

1.  Use open government data. 

2.  Copy, publish, distribute, transmit, process and make available to third parties open 

government data. 

3. Develop new derivatives of open government data by combining them with other data or 

using them in a product or service. 

 



 

 

Fourth: Obligations  

The beneficiary should attribute the open government data to the publisher(s) using the following 

statement: 

("Publishers Name", "Address (s)", "Publish Date", "Download Date", "Platform Website"). 

 

Fifth: General Principles 

1.  Non-endorsement: This license does not grant permission to the beneficiary to use open 

government data in any way that indicates an official status or the support of the publisher 

of the beneficiary. 

2.  Cancellation: If the Beneficiary violates any of the terms or conditions set forth in this 

License, the License and all rights granted under it shall be deemed void automatically. 

3.  DISCLAIMER: Despite the accuracy of the inventory, classification and dissemination of 

open government data, the publisher of such data shall not be liable for any unintentional 

errors or shortcomings contained in its data and consequently disclaims any liability for 

direct or indirect damages of any kind of result of this degradation / degradation or 

shortage. 

4. Dispute resolution: Any dispute arising out of or due to or relating to this license or breach 

of any of its terms and conditions shall be dealt with in accordance with the Jordanian laws 

and regulations in force. 

5.  Compliance with International Licenses: The Jordan Open Government Data License is 

compatible with the license of CREATIVE COMMONS (CC-BV) version 3. 

6.  Language used: This license was written in Arabic, and if the license is in a language other 

than Arabic and there is disagreement on interpretation or interpretation, the text in 

Arabic shall prevail. 


